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About This Game

Mentored by one of the most powerful voodoo priestesses in the world, Lillian is learning to use her power. But, a dark force
has settled over New Orleans, and Marie Leveau, Lillian’s teacher, has been placed under a curse. The entire town has been put
into a deep, dark sleep by a mysterious evil force. Now young Lillian must find allies and uncover the dark secrets of voodoo in

order to save her master and free her friends before it is too late.

Features:
•Save the town of New Orleans from the curse

•Dark and spooky atmosphere
•Incredible Graphics
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oh god the game is so bad put im 19 year old this game would be fun if it was 90s and u were 4 be
oh\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665there. Pros:
1. Good story and decent plot twists.
2. For a Nancy Drew game, it's kind of scary.

Cons:
1. Puzzles aren't hard, but they're way too long and annoying in my opinion.
2. I think I'm really the only one who has gotten annoyed by this, but the music and tasks with in the game are a bit too
repetetive.

I very well enjoyed this game for the most part. The characters can be boring at times, but for the most part are interesting. For
a Nancy Drew game it's scary and has a very compelling story. Again, my main problems are with the puzzles that aren't hard,
but they are extremely long and tedious at times.. Extremely happy with this purchase. Tight controls, amazing art style and
awesome soundtrack.
Easy to pick up and play but tricky to master. One of the funnest games I have played all year, you cant go wrong with this solid
little number.. Very Good Game if you like Hidden Object Mysteries.. This route is very creative and fun. The Loco is nicely
detailed with some fun additions such as holiday lights. The scenarios are also very creative and fun. I think this route is better
then the Holiday Express Route. Overall I would definitely recommend this route (especially on sale).. Pilot a little airship
around increasingly difficult levels and save the purple airship from the weird eye-monster. I love it, and there's a demo, too, so
you can decide if you love it or not before you buy.
+suitably frustrating for this kind of game in later levels (and some early ones)
+customise your ship by collecting the (sometimes very tricky) coins
+steam scoreboards! compete against everyone else
+worked straight off with my 360 controller
+environments and music exceedingly reminiscent of Sonic the Hedgehog. yeah it was really funny!. absolutely amazing game
beautiful relistic graphics and epic gameplay , really encourage people to purchase this game , overall i am very happy and give
it a rating of 10/10. I even advised my grandmother to play this game.. I love this game but i dont remember buying it on steam
lmao
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This videogame makes me angry-happy, arcade hardcore and fast paced gameplay about cupcakes. Kind of good n' old
endurance arcade game.

Remenber Ren and Stimpy? A lot of humor in the art style inspirated in this iconic 90's dark comedy cartoon.

Cupcakes against ungly flies, makes sense to me, I don't like flies either.. Definitely different, but it was kinda fun. It does get
boring at times, but if you just want something to do for awhile, I would recommend it.. I spent far too many hours in the demo,
worried if an adult should buy a kitten game aimed at toddlers. Just do it. I’m in my 40s and love it as a game to just chill in. Not
only is it pretty, but there are seasons and day and night cycles. Your kitten posse that you gather with each rescue even helps
out, though I’m not sure if it’s on purpose. But you can bounce off them to execute a super double jump, results will vary.

Some of the fish are a challenge to jump to for a game aimed at wee ones, but they have to learn platforming sometime. In the
full game there are plenty of places to explore and things to do. Honestly tripping humans and knocking things off tables never
gets old. You can also take a break to “paint”, visit space, or hit the beach. As it’s an all around labor of love, it got my vote for
the upcoming awards. Best of luck to the dev, it’s amazing to see how far this game has come.

As for kids? It’s rare anymore to see a game with no violence so they’d be fine and if they keep at it they will learn platforming
basics such as jumping, and having to try repeatedly to master tricky jumps. There are also hidden areas to find on the maps,
and tricky fish to puzzle out the way to, all skills future gamers need. There is no punishment for failing a jump or missing
kittens, so it’s a good game to start out on.. Makes up for the $0.10 people spend on this.. boring in my opinion. Battlefield 1
wishes it was as unique and well designed as this game. The only game where you and your whole squad to blown to smithereens
by artillery and you think it was great. 10\/10 would die a gruesome death in the mud fighting over a trench again.. Story and
graphics are really nice but the combat is TERRIBLE. The morale means very little in the end. Its worth a play though.. I find
this very fun, but I must suggest that there is a update that adds custom enemys, weapons, allies, and etc.. The first few times I
played this game, I really had no clue what I was doing.
then it slowly started to click, now I'm having a great time playing this little game.

First off, this game should be *needs to be* played with a Controller, be it Steam or Xbox, it's just easier. (I had problems with
it not responding to my keystrokes on my laptop, controller use is near flawless (you'll occasionally charge an arrow and have it
drop as if it didn't register the charge.)

The idea is you've been killed, but your soul escapes the underworld are you come back to life. you choose a "challenge" to keep
your life, be it killing your killer, making money, or killing monsters, amongst other things... additional challenges unlock with
subsequent playthroughs, you can only start with "Killing your killer" or "exchange your soul for another"

When you start, go to a town ASAP, talk to people, add one to your team, you can have up to 6, with 4 active, this is based on
your influence or level (+1 to party to every 5 levels gained, max team size by lv. 30) and whether or not you fill their
requirements, (stat levels, skill levels, number of kills, amount of wealth, etc.)

Moving, searching for treasure, and clearing mines takes food. if you don't have enough food, you'll be forced to gather more.
you can hunt/fish/gather it from any tile but towns, make sure you cook it before you leave the area. it's super easy, point and
shoot, then pick it up, push a button to cook it, simple as simple gets.

Characters can learn each others skills by setting them as one anothers mentors, this makes for skill raising to be an easy task
(I'm dealing 3k-5k damage with my strongest attacks), the stronger the skill, the longer the combo, and the longer to learn it (I've
seen as high as 8 hit combos). different weapons and classes make for different skills, some can be learned regardless, (my
whole team knows Lunge and Triple Strike)

Each tile has a level, if your lowest team member's level is lower than the tile, the number is increasingly red. If your lowest
level is higher than the tile, it's increasingly dark grey. a white number is equal to you. I DO NOT RECOMMEND going more
than 1 or 2 levels above your own, you're gonna have a hard time.

The controls are simple enough, choose your attack, your target, and hit the A button when the two moving squares line up. if
they're not overlapping, you miss/break your combo, the closer they are, the critical hit chance goes up. all in the reflexes.
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The isometric graphics are meh, and the camera has ADHD during the battles, and there's a terrible blur in a couple areas...
Redaval Town is almost unviewable, but I discovered its that way for a reason, FYI...

-expect it to move slow in the beginning, expect to die in the beginning. it's just the way of the game.
-check EVERY MOUNTAIN for mines, the monsters are great for grinding (you'll have to sooner or later) and the resources are
necessary for decent progression.
-always go for the investigate events, it's a valuable farming resource.
-Craft often, you'll need the skill 100% Maxed asap.
-you'll run out of leather more than anything.
-sell everything you don't use, there's no reason to keep it unless you're one of those 100% sive file completionists.
-you WILL grind. and grind, and grind, and grind, and grind, and grind, and grind, and grind, and grind....

all in all, I'd give it 8/10 certainly replayable, but quite repetitive.. Great demo, nice art style. It has the feel of a classic and
reminds me a bit of Torin's passage.
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